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RINEHART TARGETS® ANNOUNCES DOLOMA DECOY VIDEO CHALLENGE
Putting Your Next ‘Hunt In Motion’ Could Mean Winning Serious Prizes this Season
®

Janesville, WI — Rinehart Targets , makers of the industry’s most durable and lifelike archery targets and decoys, is
st
proud to announce the launch of its Doloma Decoy Video Challenge. Kicking off October 1 , Rinehart Targets is
challenging hunters everywhere to catch their Doloma Decoys in action on camera this fall. Submitting a qualifying video
of the decoys bringing in that trophy could score hunters some serious prizes ranging from cash to Rinehart Targets.
Simply visit rinehart3d.com/videochallenge for entry form and full contest rules.
“Each decoy from our Doloma series is handcrafted from exacting sculptures with every lifelike detail accounted for
including simulated realistic movement with the ability to naturally turn at even the slightest breeze,” said James
McGovern, President of Rinehart Targets. “We look forward to seeing what the hunting community can catch on camera
this fall,” he added.
Getting your camera rolling on your next hunt could mean you’ll soon be ‘rolling’ in some killer prizes like $2,000 in cash
and $1,000 in Rinehart products (at retail value) for first place; and $1,000 in Rinehart product (at retail value) for
Second and Third places. Plus, every eligible video entry will receive a Rinehart Pyramid Target (limit one per
entry). Be sure to check official rules/entry requirements as only qualified entries will be eligible for prizes.
Open to amateur performers and filmmakers only (no professionals please), hunters have until November 30, 2018 to
submit their videos. So get out there, get ‘your hunt in motion’ and get those cameras rolling!
A wide range of decoys are available in the Rinehart Doloma Decoy series including: a Buck Decoy, a Doe Decoy, a
Bedded Doe Decoy, an Antelope Decoy, a Coyote Decoy and the company’s newest line of Hen/Jake and Strutter
Turkey Decoys. Rinehart’s patented Doloma Series Decoy design has proven irresistible to big game and predators
alike thanks to their lifelike appearance and movement. In addition, each decoy is handcrafted from Rinehart’s exclusive
Quiet Foam. This UV-resistant foam is the ultimate in noise reduction, making carrying and setting up these decoys a
silent process. Doloma Decoys are lightweight and move with the slightest of breezes, offering the added advantage of
just the right amount of life-like action to really draw in that trophy.
For more information, to submit a video and for official rules, visit: rinehart3d.com/videochallenge
About Rinehart Targets
Since 1999 Rinehart Targets has been manufacturing the Best Archery Targets in the World. Today, the company continues
to expand on its wide range of archery targets offered including: 3D Targets, Cube Targets, Crossbow Targets, Bag Targets,
Range Targets along with its newly added line of archery decoys. For more information about Rinehart Targets, visit:
rinehart3d.com.
Connect with Rinehart on social media:
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